426 Joke Contest
March 2014

-Why do you stay in lab from 6:00am to 10:00pm every day? You work so hard!

-I've got a memoryless PI. No matter how long I've been working, he is always expecting me to work another 8 hours!

--------------------------------------------------

If the lecture length follows an exponential distribution, then there is no need for students looking at watches.

--------------------------------------------------

Martin Gale is the perfect lover: he never expects more than what he currently has.

--------------------------------------------------

This joke can only be understood by students who have been to Steve's last TA session.

The poisson process is

'Ha  HaHa  Ha  HaHa  Ha
Ha  HaHa  HaHaHa  Ha  Ha  Ha.........'.

--------------------------------------------------

Next week’s homework:
“Let us model the number of students left in 550.426 as a pure death process….”